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Background: Pancreatic cancer is regarded as one of the most lethal types of tumor in the world, and optional way to treat the tumor 
are urgently needed. Cancer stem cells (CSCs) play a key role in the occurrence and development of pancreatic tumors. CD133 is 
a specific antigen for targeting the pancreatic CSCs subpopulation. Previous studies have shown that CSC-targeted therapy is effective 
in inhibiting tumorigenesis and transmission. However, CD133 targeted therapy combined with HIFU for pancreatic cancer is absent.
Purpose: To improve therapeutic efficiency and minimize side effects, we carry a potent combination of CSCs antibody with 
synergist by an effective and visualized delivery nanocarrier to pancreatic cancer.
Materials and Methods: Multifunctional CD133-targeted nanovesicles (CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs) with encapsulated 
perfluorooctyl bromide (PFOB) in a 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS) shell modified with poly ethylene glycol (PEG) and 
superficially modified with CD133 and Cy 5.5 were constructed following the prescribed order. The nanovesicles were characterized for 
the biological and chemical characteristics feature. We explored the specific targeting capacity in vitro and the therapeutic effect in vivo.
Results: The in vitro targeting experiment and in vivo FL and ultrasonic experiments showed the aggregation of CD133-grafted 
Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs around CSCs. In vivo FL imaging experiments demonstrated that the nanovesicles assemble for the highest 
concentration in the tumor at 24 h after administration. Under HIFU irradiation, the synergistic efficacy of the combination of the 
CD133-targeting carrier and HIFU for tumor treatment was obvious.
Conclusion: CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs combined with HIFU irradiation could enhance the tumor treatment effect not 
only by improving the delivery of nanovesicles but also by enhancing the HIFU thermal and mechanical effects in the tumor 
microenvironment, which is a highly effective targeted therapy for treating pancreatic cancer.
Keywords: multifunctional nanovesicles, cancer stem cells, high-intensity focused ultrasound, in vivo fluorescent imaging, ultrasonic 
imaging

Introduction
Pancreatic tumor is one of the most malignant forms of cancer, having a 5-year survival rate of as low as 8% in the United 
States,1 and causing approximately 250,000 deaths worldwide.2 Pancreatic cancer is thought to be incurable at present, with 
a high recurrence and metastasis rate in post-operation and with minimal responsiveness to chemotherapy.3 The mechanism 
of pancreatic cancer development has not been clarified yet, and some recent studies suggest that a subset of cells, known as 
cancer stem cells (CSCs) may be related to tumor recurrence, high lethality, and chemotherapy resistance.4–6 CD133, 
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ALDH, and CD44CD24ESA are key molecular biomarkers for identifying pancreatic CSCs, and their glycoprotein 
expression is used to enrich tumor initiating cells and is closely associated with resistance to chemotherapy and 
radiation.7 CD133 has been used as a marker for stem cells (human hematopoietic stem cell,8 endothelial precursor 
cells,9 prostate epithelial stem cells10). It was the first well-characterized CSC surface marker11 and later identified as 
a CSCs marker in breast CSCs,12 colon CSCs,13,14 hepatic CSCs,15,16 prostate CSCs17 and brain CSCs.11,18 It was the first 
identified CSCs marker in pancreatic cancer.7 CD133 is associated with pancreatic cancer initiating and recurring activity. 
Herman6 detected that as few as 500 CD133+ isolated pancreatic cancer cells were capable of developing orthotopic 
pancreatic tumor formation in nude mice. Emerging CSCs-targeting nanovesicles may be an efficient tool for tracing and 
eliminating CSCs.19 CD133 targeted anticancer drug has been developed for breast cancer,20 hepatic cancer,21–23prostate 
cancer24 and glioma.25,26 The above study confirmed that CD133 targeted treatment improves the cancer diagnosis and 
therapy efficiency. However, the CD133 targeted specific nanovesicles study for pancreatic cancer is absent. Our study 
aimed to develop CD133 targeted nanovesicles and explored the combined therapy efficiency.

High-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) is an emerging technique that is regarded as a minimally invasive treatment 
for tumors compared to surgical resection, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy.27–31 To improve the precision of imaging- 
guided HIFU therapy and reduce the HIFU dose to avoid side effects, HIFU synergistic agents (SAs), especially targeted 
nanovesicles, can be transported to the tumor site idiopathically through blood circulation.32,33 Perfluorooctyl bromide 
(PFOB) is one of the most common HIFU SAs because of its property of intensifying the activation effect of HIFU.34–37 

Selecting the appropriate carrier, such as poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid), mesoporous silica, and organosilica, is very 
important.38–43 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS) is an emerging organosilica that is metabolized and 
expelled by the liver via excretions.42–48

Herein, we design the multifunctional and targeted organic/inorganic hybrid vesicles for the treatment of pancreatic 
cancer via HIFU therapy. Nanovesicles formulated using the MPTMS polymer and surface decorated with anti-CD133 
antibodies were developed for targeting pancreatic CSCs. As shown in Scheme 1, the nanoparticles were characterized 
for their effectiveness against CSCs through in vitro experiments and their ability to inhibit tumor growth was certified in 
a pancreatic cancer mouse model. Thus, the novel multifunctional and CD133-targeted nanovesicles (CD133-grafted 
Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs) contribute to improving the therapeutic efficacy against pancreatic cancer.

Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of nanovesicles synthesis and the antitumor mechanism triggered by HIFU and CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs.
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Materials and Methods
Materials
3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS) was obtained from ABCR GmbH &Co KG (Karlsruhe, Germany). 
Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was purchased from Shanghai Lingfeng Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). mPEG- 
MAL was purchased from Shanghai Yubo Biology Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Ammonia solution (28%) was obtained 
from Shanghai Yubo Biology Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). PFOB was purchased from Elf Atochem Chemical Reagent 
Co. Ltd. (Germany). PS100-b-PAA16, an amphiphilic block copolymer, was synthesized via traditional atom transfer 
radical polymerization, as described previously.39 Cy5.5 dye mono-reactive NHS esters (Cy5.5 NHS-ester) was pur-
chased by Shanghai Yudole Biotechnology Co. LTD (Shanghai, China). CD133 antibodies (AC 141) were obtained from 
Miltenyi Biotec GmbH (Auburn, CA) and IgG isotype control antibodies were purchased from Shanghai Yudole 
Biotechnology Co. LTD (Shanghai, China). Distilled water was used in all manipulation.

Synthesis of Fluorescent Ultrasonic Nanovesicles
For this experiment, 10 mg of PS100-b-PAA16 and 0.3 mg of Cy5.5 were dissolved in 4 mL of THF. Later, 60 μL of 
PFOB and 0.3 mg of Cy5.5 were mixed into the above solution. Subsequently, the solution was poured into 40 mL of 
distilled water and mixed at atmospheric temperature for about 5 minutes. Then, ammonia water (1 mL, 28%) was 
quickly put into the micellar mixture when the pH reached 12. In order to maintain the micellar structure, 75 µL of 
MPTMS was poured into this initial emulsion. The copolymer solution was mechanically stirred at atmospheric 
temperature for 24 hours to produce the mixture. Subsequently, dialyzed separately for 24 h. Two mg each of EDC 
and NHS were poured into the above solution, and mechanical stirring was performed at atmospheric temperature for 4 
h. Then, the solution was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 30 min. The sediment was redistributed with 20 mL of 
autoclaved deionized water, and 0.1 mg of CD133/lgG antibodies were added. The normal temperature was set as 
4°C, and stirring was performed for 2 h. Then, the final solution was mechanically mixed at room temperature for 2 h and 
allowed to stand in one night. PEG-MAL (30 mg) was added to maintain the micellar structural stability, and then, the 
solution was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 30 min. The sample (CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs and IgG-grafted 
Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs) was re-dispersed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for further experiments.

Characterization
The morphological characterization of nanovesicles was performed via scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI 
Magellan 400L system, USA) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM 2100F, Japan). The mean diameters, 
size distributions, and zeta potentials of the samples were measured using a particle size analyzer (Zeta SIZER, Malvern, 
USA). The fluorescence intensity was studied using a confocal laser scanning microscopy (LSM710, Carl Zeiss, 
Oberkochen, Germany). The emission wavelength of the nanovesicles after synthesis was measured using 
a fluorospectro photometer (FL8500, PerkinElmer, USA). The PFOB encapsulation rate was analyzed by the proportion 
of thermal analyzer (TGA4000, PerkinElmer, USA). Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP- 
AES) was administered on an ICP emission spectrometer (Optima 8300, PerkinElmer, US). A HIFU therapy system 
(HY2980, Wuxi Haiying Technology Co. Ltd, Wuxi, China) was used to carry out the nude mouse experiments.

Morphology Changes in Nanovesicles Under HIFU Irradiation
Nanovesicles solutions (5 mg/mL) were added into five samples and treated with different doses of HIFU irradiation. 
A small animal HIFU therapy system (Wuxi Haiying Technology, China, HY2980) was used to irradiate the solutions at 
10W for 5min, respectively. After HIFU treatment, the meanwhile surface morphological feature of the particles was 
observed using TEM.

Cell Culture
Three human pancreatic cancer cell lines, namely, BxPC-3, PANC-1, and SW1990, were obtained from the cell library of 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China), and cultured in RPMI-1640 medium, Dulbecco’s modified eagle 
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medium (DMEM), and Leibovitz L 15 medium (Gibco, USA), respectively. The culture solution was favored with fetal 
bovine serum (FBS, 10%, Gibco, USA), streptomycin (100 U/mL), and penicillin (100 U/mL). The cells were incubated 
at 37°C under an atmosphere of 5% CO2.

In vitro Cytotoxicity and in vivo Biosafety Studies
The cytotoxicity was evaluated using the CCK-8 assay. The BxPC-3 cell lines were cultured in DMEM containing 10% 
FBS (approximately 5000 cells/well) and incubated at 37°C under 5% CO2. The groups were divided into six groups: 
saline, IgG-grafted Cy5.5@P-HVs, CD133-grafted Cy5.5@P-HVs, IgG-grafted Cy5.5@P-HVs+HIFU, CD133-grafted 
Cy5.5@P-HVs+HIFU, CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs+HIFU. The cells were cultured in 96-well panels for 24 
hours, and then co-cultured with above groups individually at concentrations of 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 mg/mL for 24 h or 48 
h. Later, 10 µL of CCK-8 solution (Beyotime, China) was added to every well. After cocultivation for 4 h, a multi- 
functional ELIASA was used to measure the solution absorbance in each sample at 450 nm. Each detection value was 
taken as the mean value of six samples, and 100% viability was obtained from the control group. Every result was 
repeated for three times.

To evaluate the cytotoxicity of CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs ex vitro, twenty-five tumor-bearing nude mouse 
were classed for five groups (n = 5) at random. After adaptive feeding for one week, five groups individually were 
intravenously administered into mice. The body weight of mice was recorded every two days. After 14-day observation, 
the blood and main organs (heart, liver, spleen, lung, and kidney), of mice were collected for blood routine indexes, 
biochemical analysis and H&E staining.

Flow Cytometry Analysis of Three Pancreatic Cancer Cell Lines
We evaluated the CD133 expression levels in three pancreatic cancer cell lines, namely, BxPC-3, PANC-1, and SW1990, 
using flow cytometry. The cells were trypsinized from the culture plate using 0.25% trypsin, washed with PBS, and 
suspended at 1×106 cells/mL in a culture medium. FcR Blocking Reagent (Miltenyi Biotec, Germany) was added and the 
cells were re-suspended in buffer. Anti-human CD133-antibody conjugated with fluorescent R-phycoerythrin (CD133 
mouse mAb, Miltenyi Biotec, Germany) was used to label the cells. The cell solution was mixed well and incubated for 
10 min in the dark in a refrigerator (2−8°C). The cells were washed by adding ice buffer and then centrifuged, and the 
supernatant was aspirated completely. The cell pellets were resuspended in a suitable amount of ice buffer for analysis by 
flow cytometry (FACS Calibur, Beckman Dickson). The tests were conducted in triplicate.

Validation of the Targeting Capacity of Nanovesicles ex vivo at the Cell Level
To test the ex vivo targeting capacity of CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs with CD133-positive pancreatic CSCs, 
CD133-positive CSCs and CD133-negative pancreatic cancer cells were first separated from general BxPC-3 pancreatic 
cancer cells by magnetic activated cell sorting (MACS). The suspended BxPC-3 CSCs were fixed with 4% paraformal-
dehyde in PBS for 15 min. The CSCs and non-CSCs were treated with CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs (with 3.8 
μM of Cy5.5) individually for 4 h, and rinsed with PBS thrice to eliminate unbounded CD133-grafted Cy5.5/ 
PFOB@P-HVs. The cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (Beyotime, China). The excitation wavelengths were 488nm 
and 633nm. Fluorescent images of pancreatic cancer cell lines treated with CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs 
individually were obtained using a confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM, LSM710, Carl Zeiss, Germany). 
Every result was repeated for three times.

In vitro Ultrasound Imaging
To evaluate the in vitro ultrasound imaging capability of nanovesicles, the in vitro ultrasound images together with 
corresponding average gray values of indicated ROI (region of interest) for 2 mL PBS control, P-HMs, PFOB@P-HVs 
(concentration of all samples is 10 mg/mL) packed in a rubber tubing under different modes (B mode, contrast and 
harmonic) with mechanical index 0.6, 0.07 and 0.7, respectively, were captured with Aplio 500 (Canon, Japan) by using 
a linear probe (18MHz). In order to quantitatively measure the static picture captured, the “average grey value” was 
recorded. Every result was repeated three times.
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Establishment of Tumor-Bearing Mice Model
Female BALB/c nude mice aged 4–6 weeks and weighing 20 ± 2.0 g were obtained from Shanghai Slac Laboratory 
Animal Co. Ltd. (China). Mice were bred in SPF clean rooms with a standard protocol and approved by in the 
Experimental Animal Center of the Shanghai Jiaotong University Affiliated Sixth People’s Hospital (Permit Number: 
SCXK2013-0016). All animal experiments complied with the guidelines of China Council on Animal Care and the 
protocol. BxPC-3 cell lines were utilized for the tumor-bearing nude mice model. The BALB/c nude mice were injected 
with 1×106 cells subcutaneously per mouse for lower left side of the back area. The tumor-bearing mice model was built 
after 4–5 weeks. When the tumor volume reached ~500 mm3, the tumor-bearing mice could be subjected to subsequent 
in vivo experiments.

In vivo Fluorescence Imaging
The Cy5.5-labeled CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs or Cy5.5-labeled IgG-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs solutions 
were injected into tumor-bearing nude mice (n = 5 per group) via the tail vein, and fluorescence images were 
subsequently captured at different temporal points using an animal in intravital fluorescence imaging system (IVIS 
Spectrum, PerkinElmer, USA). Twenty-four hours after injection, the mice were euthanized to harvest six organs, 
namely, the heart, liver, spleen, lungs, kidneys, and tumor to perform fluorescence imaging. The fluorescence of the 
mice and main organs was expressed in units of photons/s/cm2/sr. The fluorescence images obtained were studied using 
the Living Image® 4.5.2 software (Xenogen, PerkinElmer, USA).

Meanwhile, in order to evaluate the blood circulation of CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs and IgG-grafted 
Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs, the nanovesicles solution was injected into the tail vein for three nude BALB/c mice in each 
group. At different pre-determined time points, 20 μL of blood was collected from the mice and then withdrawn. The 
fluorescence intensity of each blood sample was measured using a Varioskan Flash multimode microreader. Every result 
was repeated three times.

In vivo Ultrasonic Imaging of CD133-Grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs in Subcutaneous 
Pancreatic Cancer Tumor Xenografts
Tumor-bearing nude mice were separated into two groups. The control group was injected with IgG-grafted Cy5.5/ 
PFOB@P-HVs solution. The treatment groups were injected with a CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs solution 
individually (5 animals per group) after degasification. The mice were administered with anesthetization with 1% 
pentobarbital sodium through intraperitoneal injection.

A Toshiba Aplio 500 clinical imaging system was used in THI mode at a mechanical index of 1.6 for in vivo 
observation of the tumor ultrasound imaging efficacy of the targeted nanovesicle solutions. The machine parameters were 
adjusted to achieve homogenous brightness, a frame rate of 10 fps, a gain of 60, and a dynamic range of 60 dB. The 
CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs or IgG-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs solution (200 µL) was injected intravenously 
through the tail vein. The ultrasonic images of the implantation were captured before injection and at 2, 4, 8, 12, 24, and 
36 h post-injection. The ultrasonic images were analyzed using the image-pro plus 6.0 software. Every result was 
repeated three times.

Ex vivo Assessment of the PFOB Enhancement Efficacy of Nanovesicles for HIFU 
Irradiation
Ex vivo evaluation of the enhancement efficacy of nanovesicles for the HIFU irradiation experiment was performed using 
a transparent tissue-mimicking phantom consisting largely of polyacrylamide gel and bovine serum albumin (BSA, A7906, 
7% w/v, Sigma Aldrich UK, Dorset, 205 UK). The phantom was finished by mixing degassed and deionized water (60% v/ 
v) with 40% acrylamide/bis-acrylamide solution (30% 200 v/v, Sigma Aldrich, UK). Then, ammonium persulfate (APS) 
powder (0.84% v/v, Sigma Aldrich, UK) was mixed in deionized water with complete magnetic stirring to make a 10% 
APS solution (10% w/v). The solution was placed inside a vacuum pump for degassing. Next, BSA (7% w/v) was added to 
the above solution with complete magnetic stirring where it was required to be filtered to exclude impurity. Subsequently, 
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four group samples of PBS, P-HMs (10 mg/mL), PFOB@P-HVs (10 mg/mL), and CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs 
groups (10 mg/mL) were separately added to the tissue-mimicking phantom before catalyst addition with the same dosage 
and then subjected to the ultrasound irradiation at 40 W for 10s. Lastly, the catalyst, TEMED (0.05% v/v, Sigma Aldrich, 
UK) was added. This final solution was then poured into 5×5×5 cm acrylic molds and left to solidify overnight. Finally, the 
above phantom was fixed in an acrylic fixing plate for HIFU irradiation. The BSA protein contained in the phantoms will 
undergo denaturation above 50°C and will turn from opaque to white. The area of the denaturation lesions in the phantoms 
was measured manually subsequently after HIFU irradiation. The corresponding fusion volumes in the tissue-mimicking 
phantom of every group were acquired using the following equation: V ¼ π � L�W2=6, as L and W refer to the length and 
width of the ablated lesion, respectively. Meanwhile, ultrasound imaging was used to monitor the change in the gray value 
of the target lesions. Every result was repeated three times.

In vivo HIFU Therapy Using CD133-Grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs in Tumor 
Xenografts
Four groups of nude mice bearing the tumor (n = 5 each group) were divided into five groups: saline, CD133-grafted 
Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs (10 mg/mL), saline + HIFU, IgG-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs (10 mg/mL)+HIFU, and CD133- 
grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs (10 mg/mL)+HIFU. Meanwhile, the tumor areas were monitored using a B-mode pattern 
modality. Twenty-four hours after the intravenous injection, focused ultrasound was centered on the echo-enhanced site 
of the implantation at 40 W for 10s for the HIFU irradiation groups (TON = 1000 ms, TOFF = 5000 ms), while the first 
group was left untreated as a control group. The tumor size was calculated using the following formula: 
V ¼ π � width2�length=6. The corresponding pre-gray and post-gray scale values were documented and analyzed 
using the image-pro plus 6.0 analysis software. Subsequently, the cutoff tumor sections were acquired and stained 
with HE and TTC to distinctly observe the ablation area for histopathological analysis using an optical microscope. 
Every result was repeated three times.

Statistical Analysis
The research data were analyzed using SPSS 27.0 software. All quantitative information were showed as mean ± 
standard deviation. Differences between groups were assessed using analysis of variance (ANOVA). A p-value of <0.05 
was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.

Results and Discussion
Characterization
The CLSM image shows that the nanovesicles are equally distributed (Figure 1A) and fluorescently labeled (Figure 1C), 
while the SEM shows that the morphology is generally orbicular with a regular form (Figure 1B). The TEM image 
clearly demonstrated that the nanovesicles possess a dark PFOB core (Figure 1D), a gray organic/inorganic hybrid layer, 
and a diameter of approximately 100 nm. Furthermore, to observe the stability, nanovesicles were dispersed in PBS for 
14 days, but no significant size change was observed (Figure 1E). The as-prepared solution remained stable for the 
14 day period, and zeta analysis was used to the evaluate colloidal stability. After PEGylation, the zeta potential changed 
from –20.8 ± 0.6 mV to –3.2 ± 0.4 mV, which means that the PEG molecules were successfully grafted on the surface of 
the nanovesicles. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used to verify the size distribution. Thermogravimetric (TG) 
analysis was performed to affirm the being of PFOB in nanovesicles, and the PFOB loading rate of the nanovesicles was 
calculated to be 6.3 wt% (Figure 1F). The detection of -SH, Si-O-Si bonds and –COOH groups in the Fourier-transform 
infrared (FT-IR) spectra indicates that organosilica was successfully linked to the vesicle surface and that the CD133 
antibody was successfully connected, respectively (Figure 1G). Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopic (EDS) analysis 
further indicates the presence of Si, O, F, C, and S in the nanovesicles (Figure 1H). The emission wavelength of the 
CD133 and IgG-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs after synthesis was 710 nm. After HIFU irradiation, TEM made for 
displaying the morphologic change of the nanovesicles. As shown in Figure 1I and 1J, the nanovesicles became swollen 
and ruptured after HIFU irradiation at 10W for 5 min compared to the original nanovesicles.
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Figure 1 Manifestation of PFOB@P-HVs. (A) Optical microscope. (B) SEM image. (C) Confocal laser scanning microscopy (D) TEM image. (E) Size distribution of 
PFOB@P-HVs in PBS with time tested by DLS. (F) PFOB encapsulation rate measured by thermogravimetric analysis. (G) FT-IR. (H) EDS element mapping results of 
PFOB@P-HVs. (I) Nanovesicles morphology before HIFU irradiation. (J) Nanovesicles swollen and ruptured after HIFU stimulation. Red arrowhead: the margin of the 
ruptured shell.
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In vitro Cytotoxicity and in vivo Biosafety
Before in vivo HIFU irradiation, an in vitro experiment was conducted to evaluate the ability of HIFU plus CD133- 
grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs in killing pancreatic cancer cells. As shown in Figure 2A and B, the lethality of HIFU plus 
CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs against BxPC-3 cells was improved by increasing the nanovesicle doses, and 95% 
of the BxPC-3 cells were killed when the nanovesicle concentration was increased to 20 mg/mL. For the CD133-grafted 
Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs group and IgG-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs group, the cell viability decreased slightly as the 
nanovesicle concentration increased, mainly due to osmotic injury at high concentrations. The cell viability for the 
CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs plus HIFU group is lower than that for the IgG-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs plus 
HIFU group at different concentrations.

The viability of human BxPC-3 cells treated with different concentrations of CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs 
for 24 and 48 h is shown in Figure 2A and 2B. As the concentration increased, the cell viability decreased slightly, but 
remained close to 90% at a concentration of 20 mg/mL (Figure 2A and B). After HIFU irradiation, the in vitro survival 
rate is as low as nearly 5%. During treatment, neglectable variation of body weight is found (Figure 2C). Blood routine 
indexes were also not significantly different among five groups (Figure 2D and E). Tissue sections of main organs stained 
with H&E showed no abnormal pathological changes (Figure 2F).

Figure 2 In vitro cytotoxicity and biosafety. Cell viabilities of BxPC-3 cells after co-culture with six groups individually with varied concentrations for 24 h (A) and 48 h (B), 
respectively. Data are expressed mean ± SD (n=5). (C) Time-related body weight change of the five groups. (D) Blood routine indexes analysis of mice after intravenously 
injection of with five groups individually. Data are expressed mean ± SD (n=5). Blood routine examination results: White blood cells (WBC) counts, Red blood cells (RBC) 
counts, Hemoglobin (HGB) counts, Hematocrit (HCT) counts, Mean corpuscular volume (MCV) counts, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin (MCH) counts, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin concentration (MCHC) counts, and Platelet (PLT) counts. (E) Hepatic and renal function indicator analysis of five groups at the end of treatments. Serum 
biochemistry data including Aspartate aminotransferase (AST), Alanine aminotransferase (ALT), and Alkaline phosphatase (ALP), Urea and Crea(creatinine). (F) H&E staining 
of main organs harvested from tumor-bearing mice after different corresponding treatments in five groups respectively. Scale bar:100μm.
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Flow Cytometry Analysis
To compare the CD133 expression ratio on the cell surface in three human pancreatic cancer cell lines, flow cytometry 
analysis was performed (Figure 3A). CD133 expression was confirmed in all pancreatic carcinoma cell lines with 
different ratios. For the BxPC-3 cell line, the expression ratio was the highest at 0.98% ± 0.03%, while the expression 
ratios for PANC-1 and SW1990 were 0.69% ± 0.02% and 0.58% ± 0.05%, respectively. After repeating flow cytometry 
analysis more than thrice, the expression of CD133 protein on the cell surface among the three cell lines was found to be 
the highest for BxPC-3 cell lines, which paves the way for subsequent targeting experiments.

In vitro Targeting Experiment
To discuss the in vitro targeting ability of CD133-targeted nanovesicles with CD133-positive BxPC-3 cells, MACS was 
carried out to separate the CD133-positive and CD133-negative pancreatic cancer cells from among the general BxPC-3 
cell lines. As shown in Figure 3B, the CD133-positive CSCs look spherical and suspended growing. After culturing for 2 
h, the CD133-positive cells (DAPI: blue nucleus) were surrounded with Cy5.5-labeled targeted nanovesicles, while the 
CD133-negative cells were isolated with no surrounding Cy5.5-labeled-targeted nanovesicles. Above all, it is obvious 
that CD133-targeted nanovesicles are capable of combining CD133 positive CSCs specifically.

In vitro Ultrasonic Imaging Results
To assess the in vitro ultrasonic image capabilities of different composition of nanovesicles, three ultrasound mode of 
different nanovesicles were administered. Figure 3C shows that ultrasound images of three modes with significantly 
contrast agents under each modality were documented for PFOB@P-HVs groups, compared with P-HMs and the PBS 
control groups. Quantitative analysis reveals that the gray value P-PFOB@OIHVs groups is 3 times of P-HMs group in 
B mode, and twice of P-HMs group in harmonic and contrast mode, as shown in Figure 3D. In vitro ultrasonic imaging 
performance endowed the PFOB@P-HVs with ultrasonic (US) imaging properties. It indicated that PFOB@P-HVs 
groups are also capable of contrast agents comparing with the other two groups.

In vivo Fluorescence Imaging
To evaluate the blood circulation profiles of IgG-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs and CD133-grafted Cy5.5/ 
PFOB@P-HVs, Figure 4C shows no difference. In order to monitor the targeting ability of CD133-grafted Cy5.5/ 
PFOB@P-HVs in vivo, fluorescence imaging was conducted in subdermal pancreatic tumors. When the subcutaneous 
tumor achieved ~500 mm3 in size, all mice were intravenously injected with IgG-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs or 
CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs solutions. Fluorescence images were obtained from an IVIS fluorescence imaging 
system. Figure 4A shows that the fluorescence signal of the non-targeted group was observed throughout the whole body, 
but was more prominent in the tumor area after 8 hours post-injection. The solution was gradually metabolized and the 
fluorescence signal of tumor completely disappeared 12 hours after injection. In comparison, the fluorescence signal of 
the subcutaneous tumor region increased over time in the CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs group, and achieved the 
maximum fluorescence accumulation at 24 h after injection. In vivo fluorescence imaging further demonstrated that 
CD133 modification improved the fluorescence accumulation of the CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs. Comparing to 
that of the IgG-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs group at tumor site, as the qualitative analysis showed in Figure 4B. In 
vitro fluorescence results of tumors and main organs at 24 h after injection are shown in Figure 4D and E. In the IgG- 
grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs group, fluorescence was gathered mainly in kidney and liver, with little enrichment at the 
tumor region. A higher signal was found at the tumor area for the CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs-treated array.

In vivo Ultrasonic Imaging
The peak enhancement images of tumor ultrasonic imaging are displayed in Figure 4F. The information reveals that signal 
increased gradually, accordant with the results of intravital fluorescence results. To quantitatively evaluate the gray value of 
the ultrasound images, the image-pro plus 6.0 analysis software was used for analyzing the region of interest (Figure 4G). 
From 0 to 24 h after injection, the gray value of the tumor increased in the CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs group and 
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Figure 3 Flow cytometry analysis, in vitro targeting and in vitro ultrasonic imaging experiment. (A) Flow cytometry analysis. (B) In vitro targeting experiment.(blue: cell 
nucleus, red: Cy5.5-labeled nanovesicles). (C) In vitro ultrasonic imaging and (D) Quantitative analysis (blue circle area: region of interest).
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came up to the peak level at 24 h after injection before gradually reducing (p < 0.005). However, for the IgG-grafted Cy5.5/ 
PFOB@P-HVs group, the gray value increased until 8 h post-injection before reaching the peak, and then reduced gradually.

Ex vivo Phantom Irradiation Using HIFU
After HIFU irradiation, the gray scale and irradiation areas of the targeted region in different groups changed, as shown 
in Figure 5A. The ablation shape was irregular with a demarcated shape, and the gray scale of the focused area increased 
after HIFU treatment. The gray-scale changes were analyzed using the image-pro plus 6.0 analysis software. The gray 
scale changed from 50 to 53, 60 to 66, 58 to 80, and 62 to 90 for the PBS, P-HMs, PFOB@P-HVs, and CD133-grafted 
Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs groups, respectively. Statistical analysis showed that the difference was significant (p < 0.01). 
Subsequently, the gray scale change area in the phantom was measured in order to calculate the area using the following 
formula: V ¼ π � L�W2=6 mm3� �

. For the above four groups, the ablation area was calculated as 1.0 ± 0.1, 10.6 ± 0.3, 
57.2 ± 0.5, and 105.5 ± 1.3 mm3, respectively. The ablation area of the HIFU + CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs 
group was statistically notably larger than that of the other three arrays (p < 0.05).

In vivo HIFU Therapy
The therapeutic efficacy of HIFU synergistic treatment combined with CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs was 
evaluated on tumor-bearing nude mice. The results show that there was no statistical difference for the tumor size 
changes, HE and TUNEL staining results of saline group and CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs group. After HIFU 

Figure 4 In vivo fluorescence imaging. (A) FL imaging of mice bearing BxPC-3 tumors 0h, 2h, 4h, 8h, 12h, 24h and 36h after intravenous injection of IgG-grafted Cy5.5/ 
PFOB@P-HVs and CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs solution. (B) Ex vivo FL imaging of tumors and main organs (liver, heart, spleen, lung, kidney) after 24h of 
administration. (C) In vivo blood circulation. (D) Quantitative analysis of fluorescence value of tumor with time post-injection. (E) Quantitative analysis of fluorescence value 
of tumors and main organs (liver, heart, spleen, lung, kidney) after 24h of administration. (F) In vivo ultrasonic imaging (red circle: region of interest). (G) Quantitative 
analysis of the gray value change for IgG-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs and CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs.n=3.
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irradiation, the subcutaneous transplantation turned from red to pale instantly in IgG-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs+ 
HIFU and CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs +HIFU group, indicating tumor necrosis. Two weeks later, for the 
CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs +HIFU group, the tumor had crusted over its surface completely, indicating repair 
of the necrotic tissue. However, for the IgG-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs+HIFU group, the subcutaneous tumor had 
crusted over only partially, and the tumor kept growing in part of the region, indicating residual revival of the tumor 
tissue. Three weeks later, the scab gradually became smaller in the CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs +HIFU group. 
Meanwhile, for IgG-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs + HIFU group, the subcutaneous tumor kept growing, although it was 
smaller than that in the saline group. As shown in Figure 5B, the tumor volume changes were recorded and compared 
among the groups, and the HIFU + CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs group tumor showed the largest volume 
change. H&E and TUNEL staining demonstrated that the CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs + HIFU group could 
produce a larger area of necrosis than the other four groups (Figure 5C).

Conclusion
Our study demonstrated that HIFU combined with CD133 targeted therapy is effective and efficient for enhancing 
antitumor efficacy. The synthetic process is facile and nontoxic. The in vitro experiments showed that the constructed 
nanovesicles had a spheroidal structure with encapsulated PFOB and outward CD133 antibody modification. Meanwhile, 
the CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs are targeted nanovesicles for CD133-positive pancreatic CSCs. The in vivo 
experiments demonstrated that CD133-grafted Cy5.5/PFOB@P-HVs with specific targeting characteristics exhibited 
dual-modal imaging ability and HIFU synergistic efficacy towards CD133-positive subpopulations.

Moreover, the assembly could be used for the diagnosis and treatment of pancreatic cancer and may have clinical 
applications in the future. Our study provides a potential treatment method for the patients with pancreatic cancer. As 
known, pancreatic cancer progresses rapidly with a poor prognosis, especially for cases that cannot be resected surgically. 
Despite the latest advances in chemotherapy and radiotherapy, it is still necessary to explore new therapeutic means with 
significant efficacy and less adverse effects. As reported, CSCs contributed to chemotherapy resistance. The recession of 
CD133 positive CSCs improve the sensitivity of chemotherapy. In conclusion, CSCs targeted nanovesicles combined 
with HIFU treatment may be a novel and promising therapy way for pancreatic cancer in clinical applications.

Figure 5 Ex vivo phantom HIFU irradiation and in vivo HIFU ablation experiment. (A) Ex vivo ultrasonic imaging of phantom after HIFU irradiation. (B) Tumor volume 
changes. (C) H&E and TUNEL staining for tumor after treatment. Scale bar:50μm.
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